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The first year of my widowhood was spent in visiting those
of my friends who invited me, with my two babies, a nurse and
perambulator, to stay. After a few such months of wandering
I settled with my parents into a small house in Regent's Park.
The congestion was awkward and after a while irritating.
The nursery seemed to take up all the room, and we fitted our-
selves as best we could into recesses. I took the habit of going
out and staying out, because there was no room to stay in,
and when the opportunity offered I accepted remarriage as
the only solution of the future.
I did not pretend my heart was in it, but he was so young,
so ingenuous, and he played so charmingly with the children
on the nursery floor, that I was maternally drawn towards
him. About this engagement, of which I saw the absurdity, I
was almost ashamed to inform my parents, but to my surprise
it was received by them with great satisfaction. " The boy "
showered me with presents. A Daimler limousine outside
the front door awaited my pleasure at all hours, and because
we could not talk together—for there was nothing except
motors he could talk about—we sallied forth to while away
the tedium in buying things. He would cheerfully slap his
left chest which bulged with an over-full pocket-book and
declare that he had five hundred pounds to spend on me that
day. It was as if a fairy having allowed one a single wish to
be fulfilled, one had chosen to be rich ! Manywould make the
same choice. I had so often thought what fun it would be if
one could go into a shop and just buy anything one wanted.
It is worth while to have done this in order to know how quickly
the fascination can wear off and how sick of spending one can
become.
I regard this humiliating experience as among some of the
most valuable of my collection. It saved me in the end much
vain wishing and futile envying.
After some weeks there was no room in our small house to
contain the things he gave me, nor any room in my cupboards*
Ornaments overflowed, clothes, furs, bric-a-brac, were given

